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The Eastern Mediterranean Sea is an exceptional habitat. Its relative isolation and

distinct characteristics create a unique ecosystem recognized as a marine

biodiversity hot spot, where one-fifth of the species are endemic. Yet, native

Mediterranean biodiversity is under increasing threat, mainly due to massive alien

species invasions of Indo-Pacific origin. To date, more than 800 non-indigenous

species have been reported in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, justifying its

reputation as one of the most severely affected habitats in the world in terms

of marine biological invasions. Here we summarized the Mediterranean invasion

dynamics of the long-spined echinoid Diadema setosum (Leske, 1778), one of

the most ubiquitous Indo-Pacific sea urchin species. We show an alarming

exponential population growth of D. setosum throughout the Eastern

Mediterranean since 2018, following more than a decade of ‘invasion lag’ since

its first detection in 2006. Molecular analyses illustrate the presence of a single

genetic D. setosum clade in the Mediterranean Sea – corresponding to the

Arabian Peninsula clade of this species, reinforcing the notion of a Red Sea origin.

Our data support the current working hypothesis that the initial introduction ofD.

setosum occurred in the Northern Levantine Basin from which it gradually

expanded in both north-west and south-east trajectories – in contrast to a

stepping-stone hypothesis of gradual advancement from the opening of the

Suez Canal. Demographic data of D. setosum along the Israeli Mediterranean

coastline reveals a well-established population of broad size distributions, from

juveniles to adult individuals of remarkably large size. Additionally, we provide

evidence of the reproductive capacity of D. setosum in its new environment. Due
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to the magnitude of Diadema’s ecological footprint, it poses a severe threat to

the entire Eastern Mediterranean Sea, including the Levantine Basin and South

Aegean Sea, calling for rapid and coordinated action at both national and

regional scales.
KEYWORDS

Diadema, Levantine Basin, Mediterranean, non-indigenes species, population
outbreak, alien species, invasion dynamics
1 Introduction

The stability of ecosystems depends on their delicate food webs

and interactions among the fauna and flora of which they are

comprised (Pimm, 1984; McCann, 2000; Hooper et al., 2012; Loreau

and de Mazancourt, 2013). The frailty of such interactions is

revealed through dramatic changes in the local communities

following deviation from equilibrium (Downing et al., 2012;

Hooper et al., 2012). One of the many impacts of enhanced

anthropogenic activity is the intentional and coincidental transfer

of non-indigenous species (NIS) outside of their native distribution

range, which under certain circumstances may escalate to species

invasion (Galil, 2007). Consequently, invaded regions and their

native fauna may be severely affected (Vredenburg, 2004).

A typical invasion largely follows a sequential chain of events

(Figure 1) starting with (I) the dispersal of NIS beyond their native

range. This facilitates an initial introduction (II) which is normally

followed by a (III) lag-phase that may vary in length, during which the

new population is maintained at low densities in a restricted area, and
02
often remains undetected. Lag-phase duration may last for decades

before NIS become detectible (Crooks, 2005; Azzurro et al., 2016;

Zenetos et al., 2019). During establishment (IV), NIS population-

growth accelerates, their range expands, and they increasingly interact

with the new environment. During this phase, some NIS may turn

invasive as they reach exceptionally high abundances and trigger

undesired ecological and economic impacts (Mack et al., 2000). Under

certain circumstances, NIS populations may grow exponentially and

achieve exceptionally high abundances – further expanding their

range and changing the ecological equilibriums through competitive

exclusion of native species and exhaustion of natural resources. This

final stage is largely recognized as population outbreak (V) (Byers

et al., 2002; Blackburn et al., 2015).

The Eastern Mediterranean Sea is known as one of the most

invaded marine regions in the world (Katsanevakis et al., 2014b;

Tsiamis et al., 2020). Though the native biodiversity of the

Mediterranean Sea is characterized by a remarkable rate of

endemism (accounting for 20% of its species) and was therefore

referred as marine biodiversity hot spot (Coll et al., 2010; Gianni

et al., 2013; Katsanevakis et al., 2014a), the unique fauna of the

Mediterranean Sea is constantly threatened by a massive influx of

alien species of Red Sea (RS) origin (Galil, 2007; Coll et al., 2010;

Galil et al., 2017). The maritime connection between these two

adjacent seas was formed following the opening of the Suez Canal in

1869 (Coll et al., 2010; Soukissian et al., 2017). This manmade route

allows marine species to travel from the RS to the Mediterranean

(Galil and Goren, 2014) – a process termed Lessepsian Migration

(Por, 1971). Originally, the route through the canal was hindered by

a series of physical and biological barriers (such as the hyper-saline

barrier formed by the Bitter Lakes) that limited, at least temporarily,

the intensity of species migration between the RS and

Mediterranean (Aron and Smith, 1971; El-Serehy et al., 2014; El-

Serehy et al., 2018). However, most of these natural barriers eroded

over time, allowing direct (i.e., gamete propagation and active

locomotion) and indirect (i.e., human mediated transport)

transmission (Carlton, 1987). Consequently, the capacity for

successful invasions increased dramatically with time as reflected

by the mounting number of reports of new NIS of RS origin in the

Eastern Mediterranean (Galil and Goren, 2014; Galil et al., 2015)

currently including approximately 800 species (Rotter et al., 2020).

Recently, an ongoing migration is drawing increasing attention

as new evidence show alarming rates of population growth of the

long-spined sea urchin, Diadema setosum (Leske, 1778) in the
FIGURE 1

Schematic invasion curve specifying Diadema setosum invasion
timeline in the Mediterranean Sea. Following transport and
introduction to the new region, founder non-indigenous species
(NIS) populations remain restricted in both population size and
range. The invasion lag-phase occurs at the onset of NIS
establishment and is characterized by restricted spatial distributions
and low abundances, which are often undetected. As establishment
progresses, population size dramatically increases and includes
individuals at varying life stages. Ultimately, population outbreaks
may occur as NIS achieve exponential population-growth and range
expansion. Vertical dow-facing arrows indicate the year of first D.
setosum record for the respective countries.
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Mediterranean Sea. Diadema setosum is one of the most

conspicuous Indo-Pacific shallow water echinoids (Bronstein and

Loya, 2014; Muthiga and McClanahan, 2020). The two recognized

genetic clades of the species are widely distributed throughout the

Indo-Pacific, ranging from the RS and Persian Gulf (clade b),

through the east coast of Africa in the Indian Ocean, to the west

Pacific, off the coast of Japan (clade a) (Lessios et al., 2001; Bronstein

et al., 2016; Muthiga and McClanahan, 2020). While diadematoids

are largely recognized as omnivores, they mainly feed by grazing on

algae scraped from hard substrates (Bronstein and Loya, 2014;

Muthiga and McClanahan, 2020). Consequently, Diadema spp., like

other members of this family, are potent ‘environmental engineers’,

capable of altering the structure and composition of entire benthic

communities (Hernández et al., 2008; Ling et al., 2009; Bronstein

and Loya, 2014; Goh and Lim, 2015). As algal growth regulators,

Diadema grazing restricts algae proliferation, thereby supporting

the settlement and development of slower growing benthic

organisms – such as corals (Lawrence, 1975; Sammarco, 1982;

Bronstein and Loya, 2014; do Hung Dang et al., 2020).

Conversely, exceptionally high grazing intensities driven by large

Diadema populations, may drive degradation of benthic

communities (such as algae, macrophytes, and hard benthic

infrastructure; Carreiro-Silva and Mcclanahan, 2001), potentially

leading to collapse of entire habitats (Lawrence, 1975; Mokady et al.,

1996; Hernández et al., 2008; Qiu et al., 2014).

The capacity of any given species to proliferate and reach high

abundances, largely depend on their ability to reproduce. For

invasive species in particular, one of the key challenges in

concurring new environments, is the ability to reach sexual

maturity and reproduce successfully, despite of potentially varying

environmental conditions with respect to their native range. While

reproduction was extensively studied across the genus Diadema (see

Muthiga and McClanahan, 2020 and references therein), and

several studies targeted RS populations of D. setosum (Pearse,

1970; Bronstein et al., 2016), none has so far targeted populations

from the Eastern Levantine Basin.

The first record of D. setosum in the Mediterranean Sea in 2006,

off the Kas ̧ Peninsula, Turkey, (Yokes and Galil, 2006) was a

milestone in the successful establishment of large aggregations

currently occupying the entire Levantine Basin (Figure 2).

Here we follow the invasion dynamics of D. setosum in the

Mediterranean Sea, demonstrating its range expansion and recent

accelerated population growth reflecting clear signs of population

outbreak. We combine a thorough literature review with extensive

survey data and sampling complemented by citizen-science reports,

to provide a comprehensive report on the progress of this invasion

and depict its true scale. We use molecular data to identify the

genetic makeup of the invaders and determine their origin. We

show an alarming recent exponential increase in D. setosum

abundance in the Eastern Mediterranean and provide evidence of

effective reproductive capacity (i.e., the ability of an individual to

reproduce) in their new environment. Our results shed new light on

both temporal and spatial dynamics of biological invasions in the

Mediterranean Sea and facilitate better understanding of the life

history, invasion dynamics, genetic makeup, and reproductive

biology of the ubiquitous D. setosum.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Field observations and
sample collection

Underwater surveys were conducted between 2016 and 2022

along the Greek, Turkish, Cypriot, and Israeli Mediterranean

coastline, and published data were obtained from the literature

and complimented by citizen reports (Table S1). Data from a total

of 670 reports comprising: 313 reports from scientific literature, 237

underwater survey dives by trained biologists, and 120 citizen

science reports, covering a depth range of 0-50 m and spanning

over 2,000 km of the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, were compiled.

Each identified specimen was noted, indicating the date of

observation, depth, substrate type, and precise location.

Data were used to construct two datasets: (1) ‘number of

individuals’ – the total number of Diadema setosum individuals

encountered on a 45 min dive, and (2) ‘number of observations’ –

each independent dive where Diadema setosum are observed was

counted as one, regardless of the number of individuals

encountered. At all dives, counts were conducted by a single

observer, regardless of the number of participants, and dives were

regarded as independent reports if conducted at different sites or on

different dates.

Considering the potential biases originating from citizen

science, strict criteria for evaluating these data were established.

Reports missing the exact number of individuals encountered, their

depths, and/or precise localities (coordinates) were omitted from

downstream analyses. In reports where the number of individuals

was ambiguous, values were determined following personal

communication with the reporter or else omitted. When depth

was given as range, mean values were calculated, and when

metadata were missing altogether, the observations were omitted

from the analysis. In total, 48 reports were omitted based on these

criteria. To avoid instances of misidentification of D. setosum by
FIGURE 2

Map of the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. Red dots (transparent red
symbols) represent sites of Diadema setosum observations compiled
over nearly two decades – from the detection of the first individual
in 2006 to the end of 2022. The map was created using QGIS v.
3.28.2 (QGIS Development Team, 2023).
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untrained reporters, such data were included only if accompanied

by photographic evidence, allowing unambiguous identification

prior to inclusion in our dataset.

When possible, specimens were collected for morphological

examinations as well as molecular and histological analyses. In

total, 24 D. setosum specimens were collected along the Israeli

Mediterranean (specimens are deposited at the Steinhardt Museum

of Natural History collection, Tel Aviv University, Israel) (Table

S2). Twelve additional tissue samples of adult specimens were

collected in Crete, Greece, and five tissue samples were collected

from the native Red Sea population (Eilat, Israel), and processed as

described below.
2.2 Size distribution

Test diameters (measured at the ambitus) and heights of the 24

D. setosum specimens collected from the Israeli Mediterranean were

measured using a Mitutoyo 500-196-30 digital caliper to the nearest

0.01 mm (Table S2). A second distribution representing the native

Israeli Red Sea population was obtained from Bronstein’s

unpublished data collected between April 2007 and August 2008

in Eilat, Israel, including the sizes of 547 randomly selected D.

setosum specimens (Table S3). Both Israeli distributions were then

compared with the size distribution of the Greek population, which

was modified from Vafidis et al. (2021). The latter providing test

diameters of 160 randomly selected individuals, from the vicinity of

Dodecanese Islands, between December 2019 and July 2020.
2.3 Molecular analysis

Total genomic DNA was extracted from spine-muscles or

gonads using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (QIAGEN,

Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR

amplifications of two mitochondrial and one nuclear markers were

performed. Fragments of the mitochondrial (1) cytochrome c

oxidase subunit 1 gene (COI) and (2) Lysine-tRNA, ATPase-6

and ATPase-8 region (LYS), as well as the first exon region of the

nuclear (3) bindin gene (BIN) were amplified using the Hy-Taq

Ready Mix (2x) (Hylabs, Rehovot, Israel). Reaction conditions for

the COI fragment using the primers CO1f and CO1a (Lessios et al.,

2001) were: 3 min at 95°C followed by 35 cycles of 30 sec at 95°C, 30

sec at 58°C and 1 min at 72°C, ending with a final extension step of

10 min at 72°C (Table 1). Reaction conditions for the LYS fragment
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
using primers LYSa and ATP6b (Lessios et al., 2001) were 3 min at

94°C followed by 35 cycles of 30 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at 55°C and

1 min at 72°C, ending with a final extension step of 10 min at 72°C

(Table 1). Reaction conditions for the bindin fragment using the

primers DA5A and DAIR (Geyer et al., 2020) were 3 min at 94°C

followed by 40 cycles of 30 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at 51°C and 1 min at

72°C, ending with a final extension step of 10 min at 72°C (Table 1).

PCR products were visualized on a 1% agarose gel, purified using

ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix) and sequenced in both directions at the

TAU sequencing facility. All sequences generated in the present

study were deposited in GenBank under accession numbers

MT430942-MT430943, MT434142-MT434143, MW387536,

MW394192, ON197106-ON197133, ON210773-ON210801 and

ON211043-ON211059 (Table S4).

Forward and reverse sequences of each locus were assembled,

inspected, and edited using SeqTrace (Stucky, 2012). Consensus

sequences were edited using AliView v.1.18 (Larsson, 2014) and

aligned using MAFFT v.7 alignment server (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/

alignment/server/), employing the E-INS-i algorithm. Ambiguous

positions were removed using TrimAl v.1.4 (Capella-Gutiérrez

et al., 2009) and GUIDANCE2 (Sela et al., 2015), followed by a

final manual inspection.

Three datasets were created to facilitate further analyses: (1)

COI – comprising 108 COI sequences, 640 bp long, including all

publicly available sequences from the family Diadematidae (31

sequences generated in the current study); (2) LYS – comprising

172 Lysin-ATP6Diadema spp. sequences, 580 bp long, representing

all extant species in the genus Diadema (20 sequences generated in

the current study); (3) BIN – comprising 157 sequences of the

nuclear bindin gene from all extant species of Diadema, 500 bp long

(29 sequences generated in the current study; Table S4).

Phylogenetic analyses were conducted using both Maximum

Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inference (BI) approaches following

Bronstein et al. (2017) and Bronstein and Kroh (2018). Briefly, a

heuristic search under the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)

(Schwarz, 1978), as implemented in PartitionFinder2 (Lanfear et al.,

2017) was employed to determine the optimal partitioning schemes

and models of molecular evolution. ML analyses were performed in

parallel with IQtree (Trifinopoulos et al., 2016) and raxmlGUI 2.0

(Edler et al., 2021). IQtree analyses uses ModelFinder

(Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017) to select the best fit models for

each partition, identifying the TN+F+G4 as the best-fit model

across all partitions for both COI and LYS datasets, while K2P

+G4 was better suited for the BIN datasets. Branch support was

evaluated using the ultrafast bootstrap on IQtree (UFBoot, 1000
TABLE 1 List of primers used for the molecular analysis.

Target gene Primer name Primer Sequence Tm (°C) Reference

Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 (COI) COIf
COIa

CCTGCAGGAGGAGGAGAYCC
TCATATTCGCAGACCCATCAG

66
59

Lessios et al., 2001

Lysine-tRNA, ATPase-6 and ATPase-8 region (LYS) LYSa
ATP6b

AAGCTTTAAACTCTTAATTTAAAAG
GCCAGGTAGAACCCGAGAAT

54
60

Lessios et al., 2001

Bindin (BIN) DA5A
DAIR

GATTTCTTTATGGGACATCGCAA
TCCGCACTGATGGTATCGTC

59
60

Geyer et al., 2020
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replicates) as well as standard bootstrap (BS, 1000 replicates).

Additional ML analysis were performed with raxmlGUI 2.0

applying the settings ‘ML + thorough bootstrap’, 100 runs, 1000

replicates, using TrN+G4 (for COI and LYS datasets) and K80+G4

(for BIN dataset) as the best-fit models for all partitions as inferred

from PartitionFinder2. Bayesian analysis was carried out using

MrBayes v. 3.2.2 (Ronquist et al., 2012). We ran two independent

runs of three ‘heated’ and one ‘cold’ chain for 10 million

generations, sampling parameters and trees every 100th

generations. The runs were inspected with Tracer 1.7.1 (Rambaut

et al., 2018) to assess convergence. In a conservative approach, the

first 25% of trees were discarded as burn-in, and a 50% majority-

rule consensus tree was calculated from the remaining trees.

Posterior Probabilities (PP) were obtained from the 50%

majority-rule consensus of the trees sampled during the

stationary phase.
2.4 Reproductive biology

To evaluate D. setosum’s reproductive capacity in the

Mediterranean, 12 individuals were sampled from Plakias (35°

09’16.9992”N 24°26’30.0012”E), in southern Crete (Greece),

during September 2020, from depths of 10-13 m. Export of

material was carried out under a Material Transfer Agreement

between HCMR and NHMW dated September 9th 2020. Seven

additional samples were collected on different occasions from the

Israeli population between December 2019 and September 2021. To

facilitate a comparison between the Mediterranean population and

the native Red Sea population, five additional D. setosum specimens

were sampled from Eilat, Israel (29°30’6.966”N 34°55’3.3924”E)

during September 2020, from depth of 5-10 m. Given the rapid

decline of Red Sea D. setosum abundance over the past decade

(Eviatar and Bronstein, in prep), strict regulations on destructive

sampling have been imposed throughout the region, limiting

sample availability. Data on localities, sampling dates, moon-

phase, sex, and size of individuals used for the reproductive state

evaluation are provided in Table S5.

A single gonad from each specimen was extracted, fixed in

Bouin’s solution, and prepared for histological analysis following

the procedures described in Bronstein and Loya (2015) and

Bronstein et al. (2016). Briefly, following fixation, tissue was

embedded in paraffin, sectioned to 7 µm using a Shandon M1R

microtome, and stained using a standard Hematoxylin and Eosin

protocol. Stained slides were examined under a Nikon Eclipse Ni-U

light microscope to determine their reproductive stage. We followed

the four-stage system of Bronstein et al. (2016) to describe D.

setosum’s reproductive cycle: Stage I (spent): Gonads are largely

devoid of contents showing ova-free lumen in females and

spermatozoan-free lumen in males. A thin layer of nutritive

phagocytes (NPs) is present along the ascinal walls in both sexes

and may form a pale meshwork across the ascinus. Strongly

basophilic previtellogenetic oocytes or primary spermatocytes,

staining dark purple with Hematoxylin and eosin, are present

along the ascinal wall. Stage II (recovering): NPs proliferate from

the gonad ascinal wall, gradually filling the lumen of both ovaries
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
and testis. Limited groups of primary spermatocytes and clusters of

previtellogenetic oocytes start appearing in the testicular and

ovarian germinal epithelia, respectively, and may occasionally

project centrally. Stage III (growing): Both early and late

vitellogenetic oocytes may be present along the ovarian wall. All

stages of germ cells are evident in the male germinal epithelium and

continuously increase in number as new spermatogonia develop

basally while spermatocytes migrate to the testicular lumen, where

they accumulate as mature spermatozoa, forming visible columns of

darkly stained cells. NPs deplete and progressively occupy less space

in both males and females. Stage IV (mature): By the end of this

stage the NP layer in both ovaries and testes is largely exhausted.

Ovaries are packed with mature ova, while oocytes at different

maturation stages may still be evident in the germinal epithelium.

The testicular lumen is densely packed with spermatozoa.

Occasionally some ova and spermatozoa may be evident in

the coelom.
2.5 Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using R (RStudio Team,

2020). As data representing the relationship between years and the

number of observations or the number of individuals were counts,

and the variance of the count data was greater than the mean, we

used a generalized linear model (GLM) with a Poisson distribution

and a log-link function (to account for overdispersion) using the

stats package (R Core Team, 2022). ‘Year’ was determined as the

independent variable, and the number of observations/individuals

was determined as the response variable. An a+2 offset was applied

to all count data. Pairwise comparisons were conducted between

each possible combination of years, for both the number of

observations and number of individuals, using the Tukey method

(implemented in the R package multcomp; Hothorn et al., 2008). p-

values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the

Bonferroni correction. Pairwise Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were

performed to check for differences in size frequency distributions

between RS, Israeli Mediterranean, and Greek (Crete)

Mediterranean populations using the R package dgof (Arnold and

Emerson, 2011). Due to multiple testing for the size frequency

comparisons, p-value was corrected using the Bonferroni

correction. To test for the differences in male-female ratios, Chi-

square tests were performed.
3 Results

3.1 Demography

Reports on the presence of D. setosum in the Mediterranean Sea

increase with time since the original record in 2006 (Figure 3). By

the end of 2017, the number of new observations remained

consistently low, comprising no more than 13 annual

observations, and an average of 0-2 individuals per report, to a

total of 52 observations since the first report in 2006 (Table S1).

Between 2018 and 2020 a significant increase in number of
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observations was noted (Generalized linear model, df=1, p> 0.001;

Table S6), summing up to a total of 268 reports (Table S1). Between

2020 through the end of 2022, a significant exponential increase in

the number of observations occurred (Generalized linear model,

df=1, p<0.001; Table S6 ;Figure 3). In 2018, when the significant

increase was first recorded, the sum of documented reports reached

74 (44 of which from the vicinity of Kas ̧), and by 2021, a total of 205
observations were made throughout the Levantine Basin (Figure 3;

Table S1). A non-significant decrease in number of observations

was noted in 2022, totaling 145 annual observations (46 of which in

Kas ̧). Prior to 2018, Cyprus held the highest number of annual

observations, however, since 2018, the majority of observations

shifted to Greece (Figure 3). Overall, Greece holds the highest

proportion of observations, accounting for 32% of the total

observations (Figure 3).

When considering the annual number of individuals (Figure 3),

a similar trend emerges. Between 2006 to 2014, most observations

were of single individual, totaling 36 reported individuals during

this period. From 2015 to 2017, there was a slight (yet non-

significant) increase in the number of reported individuals, with

the total number almost doubling within only three years (Figure 3).

A significant shift in trend occurred in 2018, during which a total of

757 individuals were observed (Generalized linear model, df=1,

p<0.001; Table S6; Figure 3), 428 of which from the vicinity of Kas ̧.
In 2019, the number of individuals further increased (Generalized

linear model, df=1, p<0.001; Table S6), resulting in a threefold

increase in comparison to 2018 (n=2,563; Figure 3). A further

significant increase in the number of individuals occurred in 2020

(Generalized linear model, df=1, p<0.001; Table S6), totaling 3,552

documented individuals, reflecting an exponential growth in D.

setosum Mediterranean populations (Figure 3). Despite an increase

in the number of reports between 2020 and 2021 (n=122 and

n=205, respectively), 2021 was marked by a decrease in the number

of observed individuals (n=1847; Figure 3). Still, by the end of 2022,

the number of D. setosum individuals reached a record of 18,512

individuals (Generalized linear model, df=1, p<0.001; Table S6).

Overall, since the onset of invasion in 2006, the majority of

individuals were spotted around the coasts of Turkey (n=19,034)

and Greece (n=4,853).
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Due to potential biases rising from unequal sampling efforts, a

dataset restricted to reports from Kas ̧, Turkey, was constructed,

applying the same analyses for number of observations and number

of individuals, as conducted for the total count data. This dataset

was further restricted to data obtained through routine scientific

surveys. These reports contribute the majority of individuals

(63.5%) reported in this study. Furthermore, these reports were

collected under a controlled sampling design of routine annual

surveys (reporting presence and absences) and facilitated the widest

temporal comparison (with reports dating back to the first

observation in 2006). Results from these analyses were identical

to the results obtained for the pooled data (Generalized linear

model, df=1, p<0.001) for both number of observations and number

of individuals; Table S7 and S8, validating reported trends.
3.2 Population structure

3.2.1 Size distribution
Body sizes of Diadema setosum varied significantly within and

between Mediterranean and RS localities (Figure 4), with all

populations compared containing both juvenile and adult

individuals. Size-frequency distribution (SFD) of the Israeli

population showed specimens with test diameters ranging from a

minimum of 11.8 mm to a maximal test diameter of 97.03 mm (Table

S2). The majority of specimens (54%) were small-sized (test diameters

of 0–40 mm), with medium-sized (40–70 mm) and large-sized (70–

100 mm) individuals comprising 25% and 21% of the population,

respectively. Similar SFDs were measured in Greece (modified from

Vafidis et al., 2021; based on test diameter measurements of n=160

individuals sampled off the Dodecanese Islands) (Kolmogorov-

Smirnov; p=0.0964). Similar to the Israeli Mediterranean

population, very small (10–20 mm) and very large (80–90 mm)

individuals were the least frequent (1% and 4%, respectively). In

contrast, SFD of the Israeli population seems to be more biased

towards the smaller size groups (10–20 and 20–30 mm) than the

Greek population. Nevertheless, both Greek and Israeli populations

showed a high proportion of juveniles compared to adults. SFD of D.

setosum from its native RS range differed significantly from both

Israeli (Kolmogorov-Smirnov; p=0.0211) and Greek (Kolmogorov-

Smirnov; p<0.0001) Mediterranean populations. Specimens in the RS
FIGURE 4

Size-frequency distributions of Diadema setosum at three localities:
a native population at the Gulf of Aqaba, Red Sea (Is-RS; n=547),
measured between 2007 and 2008; Israeli Mediterranean
population (Is-Med; n=24), measured between 2019 and 2021; and
Greek population (Gre-Med; n=160), measured between 2019 and
2020 (modified from Vafidis et al., 2021).
FIGURE 3

Annual Diadema setosum number of observations and number of
individuals in the Mediterranean Sea between 2006 and 2022. Color
indicates the country from which the report originates. Column
pairs (per year) represent number of observations (left) and number
of individuals (right), and correspond to the blue and red scales,
respectively.
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had distinctly smaller body size, ranging from 1 to 65 mm. Uniquely,

the RS was the only locality where individuals smaller than 10 mm

(7.5%) could be observed. The RS population was strongly skewed

towards smaller individuals with most individuals ranging between 10

to 30 mm in diameter. The occurrence of individuals larger than

50 mm in the RS was negligible (1.3%).
3.3 Reproductive biology

Similar male-female ratios were measured in both Crete (Cre-

Med; 7 males, 5 females; Chi-square test, X2 = 0.333, df=1, p-

value=0.56) and Israeli Mediterranean coastline (Is-Med; four males,

three females; Chi-square test, X2 = 0.1428, df=1, p-value=0.7054). The

reproductive state of the Cretan specimens (collected in mid-

September; Figures 5A–F) appeared to be highly synchronous –

showing growing gametes (stage 3), with some individuals having

nearly mature oocytes (Figures 5E, F). This sexual synchronization

was evenly distributed between males and females (Table S54). All but

one of the Israeli Mediterranean specimens (collected duringMay, and

from September to December) were at the recovery stage (stage 2;

Figures 5C, D). The only exception was specimen DS21, a male at the

growing stage (stage 3), collected in August 2021.
3.4 Molecular analysis

Sequences of the mitochondrial COI gene of all Diadema

species as well as other members of the family Diadematidae were

obtained from public databases and included in the current analyses

(Figure 6). Complementary to the COI dataset, the mitochondrial

LYS gene dataset holds a higher number of Diadema spp. sequences
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although it lacks the representation of D. clarki and other

diadematoids (Figure S1). The bindin gene dataset facilitates the

phylogenetic reconstruction of all extant Diadema species based on

a nuclear gene, thus complementing the two abovementioned

mitochondrial genes (Figure S2). As phylogenetic analyses

generated congruent topologies, only ML trees are presented –

showing both bootstrap support values and posterior probabilities

for the respective nodes.

All analyses, across methodology and loci, ascribe the Israeli

specimens to clade b of D. setosum (Figures 6, S1 and S2). In

agreement with previously published results (Lessios et al., 2001;

Bronstein et al., 2017; Geyer et al., 2020), D. setosum clade b was

resolved as sister to D. setosum clade a in all datasets. However,

while both COI and LYS support the early divergence of the former

two clades from the other Diadema species, the BIN dataset suggests

that the divergence ofD. clarki andD. palmeri predated that split. In

agreement with the results of Lessios et al. (2001) and Bronstein

et al. (2017), both COI and LYS analyses support similar topologies

with extant Diadema species retrieved as monophyletic and highly

supported. Within the BIN dataset, only three of the eight

recognized species of Diadema were resolved as monophyletic

clades (D. palmeri, D. clarki and both clades of D. setosum), while

the other species remained unresolved (Figure S2).
4 Discussion

4.1 Molecular diagnosis

Two former studies on Mediterranean D. setosum included

genetic data in their reports (Bronstein et al., 2017; Bronstein and
FIGURE 5

Histological cross-sections of Diadema setosum gonads, representing the four reproductive stages used for classification (following Bronstein et al.,
2016). Ovaries (A, C, E, G), and testes (B, D, F, H) are presented. Stage 1 (spent; A, B): the post-spawned gonads are devoid of content, showing
mostly free lumen in both sexes. Stage 2 (recovering; C, D): nutritive phagocytes (NPs) are proliferating, filling the acinal lumen. Primary oocytes (C)
and spermatocytes (D) might be visible on the germinal epithelia. Stage 3 (growing; E, F) the maturating oocytes (E) migrate toward the lumen and
increase in size as vitellogenesis (the process during which the ova store nutrients to support the future larvae) advances. Similarly, in males,
spermatocytes migrate towards the lumen as they mature (F), while new spermatogonia keep forming along the germinal epithelium. As gametes
proliferate and grow, NPs are continuously depleted and become less abundant. Stage 4 (mature; G, H): the gonads of both sexes are packed with
mature oocytes (G) and spermatozoa (H), while NPs are largely exhausted. Photographs (B, G, H) were modified from Bronstein et al. (2016) to
illustrate the complete reproductive cycle of D. setosum. Scale bars represent 100 mm.
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Kroh, 2018). Still, these studies only utilized two samples – the

original specimen collected near Kas ̧ (Turkey) in 2006, and the

first confirmed specimen from Israel (2017). The additional data

provided in the current study (24 new specimens), as well as the

inclusion of a nuclear marker, confirm the identity of

Mediterranean Diadema spp. as D. setosum clade b, the clade

native to the RS and Persian Gulf. Owing to the geographical

proximity of the RS and Mediterranean and given the favorable

conditions for clade b in the Eastern Mediterranean (Bronstein

et al., 2017), migration of the latter seemed inevitable. Current
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data supports the notion of a single genetic clade of Diadema

(clade b) in the Mediterranean Sea. The Indo-Pacific clade a

seems to be absent in the Mediterranean at this time – in

agreement with the habitat suitability model of Bronstein et al.

(2017). Whether the present Mediterranean population represent

the descendants of a single invasion event prior to 2006, or the

consequent of multiple, periodic invasions, remains to be

answered. Molecular population genetics may help resolve this

question once sufficient samples are obtained from across the

Eastern Mediterranean.
FIGURE 6

Phylogenetic relationships of the family Diadematidae based on the COI dataset. Maximum likelihood topology is displayed (major clades collapsed),
representing all known species of Diadema as well as all publicly available sequences of additional members of the family (Centrostephanus
longispinus, Astropyga pulvinate, Astropyga radiata, Echinothrix calamaris, and Echinothrix diadema). All Mediterranean Diadema sequences as well
as RS sequences generated in the current study were clustered with D. setosum clade b by both analyses (ML and BI). Bootstrap support values
(<65%) and posterior probabilities (<0.65) are shown above nodes, before and after the slash, respectively. Specimens corresponding to GenBank
accession numbers LC037355/56/57 (marked with asterisk) were referred to in the literature as Diadema sp. and deposited under D. setosum,
however, based on the evidence provided in Chow et al. (2016), these specimens clearly belong to D. clarki. Details on the sequences used to
generate the tree are given in Table S4. Scale bar reflects number of changes per site.
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4.2 Invasion dynamics

Given the conspicuous appearance and non-cryptic nature of D.

setosum, early detection of this species in the Mediterranean was

possible. Moreover, the hard substrate preference, and depth range

preference of Diadema, reaching the shallow depths of the lower

intertidal, makes it readily detectible at highly monitored sites along

the Mediterranean coastline. Consequently, the first report of this

species in 2006 (Yokes and Galil, 2006), likely occurred shortly

following the species arrival to the Mediterranean, offering a rare

opportunity to study the dynamics of marine invasions, from arrival

to population outbreak, in a natural setup.

Since the first detection of D. setosum off Kas ̧ peninsula, Turkey
(Yokes and Galil, 2006), evidence for the successful establishment of

the species have been accumulating. What was originally

anecdotical observations of isolated individuals or small

aggregations (Gökoğlu et al., 2007; Crocetta et al., 2015; Gökoğlu

et al., 2016; Gerovasileiou et al., 2017; Bronstein and Kroh, 2018;

Galanos and Kritikos, 2019; Katsanevakis et al., 2014a; Nader and

Indary, 2011; Turan et al., 2011; Tsiamis et al., 2015; Mytilineou

et al., 2016; Yapıcı, 2018), has grown to aggregations of dozens

(Bilecenoğlu et al., 2019; Katsanevakis et al., 2020; Ammar, 2021)

and hundreds (Gül and Aydin, 2021; Vafidis et al., 2021)

of individuals.

The exponential increase in observations and number of

individuals since 2018, reflect a rapid spread and range expansion

of D. setosum throughout the Eastern Mediterranean and

Southeastern Aegean Sea (Figure 3). During this time, large

aggregations of individuals became common, mostly around

Turkey, Greece, and Cyprus, marking the shift from

establishment to outbreak (Figures 1, 3). The pattern of

prolonged periods of low densities upon NIS arrival followed by

an exponential increase in abundance, is typical of many biological

invasions (Figure 1) (e.g., Aikio et al., 2010; Blackburn et al., 2015;

Azzurro et al., 2016). During the initial ‘invasion lag’ the new NIS

population is small and represented by only few individuals from

the founder population. Routine, intensive marine surveys

conducted annually since 2015 by Israel Nature and Parks

Authority (INPA) along the Israeli Mediterranean coastline, did

not report the presence of D. setosum between 2015 and 2017

(Lazarus et al., 2020). Therefore, the exponential increase in number

of observations in the following years, under identical sampling

effort, can only be attributed to the rapid proliferation of D. setosum

populations. Nevertheless, coordinated, regional scale monitoring is

needed to depict the fine scale dynamics of this invasion.

The primary requirement of all living organisms is the ability to

feed and experience environmental conditions within the species

tolerance range. In this respect, the Eastern Mediterranean,

characterized by high water temperatures and solar radiation (in

comparison to the western basin) causing high rates of evaporation

(Bethoux, 1979; Coll et al., 2010; Schroeder et al., 2016; Soukissian

et al., 2017), has recently been shown to be highly suitable for clade

b of D. setosum (Bronstein et al., 2017). In turn, these higher

temperatures and increased evaporation, drive elevated salinity,

forming a longitudinal salinity gradient being highest in the

southeast and gradually dissipating to the north and west (Coll
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et al., 2010; Borghini et al., 2014; Soukissian et al., 2017).

Subsequently, the lower salinity near Gibraltar (36.2 psu;

Soukissian et al., 2017) resembles the salinity of the northeastern

Atlantic, whereas the higher salinity of the southeastern Levant

(38.6 psu; Soukissian et al., 2017), resembles the salinity of the

northern RS (40.7 psu; Biton and Gildor, 2011). Moreover, the

completion of the Aswan dam in 1965, restricted the seasonal

flooding of the Nile delta, playing a major role in the overall

reduction of Levantine productivity. As the Nile discharge drives

large amounts of mud and silt, the dam formation severely limited

nutrient drift into the Eastern Mediterranean, decreasing regional

productivity by ten folds (Azov, 1991). Consequently, a gradient in

habitat suitability for D. setosum now occurs in this region, being

most suitable in the Southeastern Levantine Basin, and decreasing

to the north and west (Bronstein et al., 2017). As elevated

temperatures have been shown to favor both settlement and

post-settlement survival of Diadema spp. (Hernández et al.,

2010), the significantly higher abundances of D. setosum under

the less favorable conditions of the northern Levant (in

comparison to the Southeastern Levant), support the assumption

of gradual establishment starting in the north and gradually

expanding southwards.

The absence of native shallow water (<40m) diadematoids in

the Mediterranean suggests little direct niche competition with

potentially similar species. The only native Mediterranean

diadematoid, Centrostephanus longispinus, is more common at

depths of 40 m to over 200 m (Pawson and Miller, 1983;

Koukouras et al., 2007; Katsanevakis et al., 2017), with the highest

densities recorded at depths of 60–130 m (Furió and Templado,

2012). Still, bathymetric isolation between the native C. longispinus

and invasive D. setosum necessitate further investigation, as adult D.

setosum specimens were recorded down to depths of 49 m

(Katsanevakis et al., 2020) and even 55 m on coralligenous

patches off Cyprus (Katsanevakis et al., 2020). At the shallow end,

a decade long decline of native shallow-water echinoids in the

Eastern Mediterranean, namely Paracentrotus lividus and Arbacia

lixula, reached the point of near local extinction at some localities

(Yeruham et al., 2015; Rilov, 2016). Under these circumstances, the

addition of a strong echinoid competitor to the largely vacant niche

is likely to aid the expansion of D. setosum, and further restrict the

recovery of native species.

Following successful establishment, the founders of NIS must be

capable of reproducing in the new environment in order to

maintain sustainable populations over time. Our data based on

histological analyses of Mediterranean D. setosum gonads, show

evidence for reproductive capacity in populations comprising

sexually adult males and females at both Israeli and Greek

populations (Figures 5G, H; Table S5), similar to the evidence

recently provided from the Dodecanese Island complex (Vafidis

et al., 2021). Furthermore, the presence of a wide size distribution

among Mediterranean D. setosum, despite being skewed towards

juveniles, clearly show individuals of different ages, providing

further support for the capacity of D. setosum to successfully

reproduce in its new habitat, as reoccurring recruitment from

sources outside the Mediterranean at these scales is highly

unlikely. As the success of reproduction through broadcast
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spawning is highly dependent on abundance of spawning

individuals (Figures 5G, H; Table S5), growing populations

gradually increase the chances of successful fertilizations, leading

to the formation of larger larval stocks. Consequently, a higher

number of juveniles will potentially be recruited, accelerating the

process with time, as these juveniles grow to sexual maturity.

Current evidence suggest population outbreak of D. setosum in

the Eastern Mediterranean, being most evident around Turkey and

Greece, and likely spreading south along the Eastern coast of the

Levant towards Lebanon and Israel (Figure 3). Yet, the true scale

and rate of progression from the assumed point of origin in Turkey,

is hindered by uneven sampling efforts, reflected, for example, by a

single published observation from Lebanon in 2009 (Nader and

Indary, 2011). Biased sampling effort is also evident in the drop in

reported numbers of individuals between 2020 and 2021 (Figure 3).

To the south, D. setosum seems to have recently (2021) expanded to

Egypt and Libya (Nour et al., 2022). Interestingly, despite their

proximity to the Mediterranean opening of the Suez Canal, Libya

and Egypt are the latest countries to report the presence of D.

setosum in the Mediterranean. West of the Suez Canal, NIS have to

disperse upstream in the prevailing currents, inevitably slowing

down their westbound progression (Koukouras et al., 2010). These

reports provide further support to the prevailing notion of an initial

introduction in Turkey (likely facilitated by man-mediated

transport) followed by gradual counter current (Pascual et al.,

2017) spread to the south (Bronstein et al., 2017). Considering D.

setosum’s delayed southern expansion, further establishment,

population growth and potentially outbreak in southeastern

Mediterranean countries seems highly probable. To the west, D.

setosum may be reaching the edge of its biological range (following

the habitat suitability model of Bronstein et al., 2017), potentially

providing an explanation to the lack of observation of this species

west of Zakynthos, Greece, Ionian Sea (Dimitriadis et al., 2023),

despite the close geographic proximity and favoring surface

currents from the assumed point of introduction in Kas ̧.
Maritime traffic plays a major role in transporting NIS to new

territories by ballast water transport or as fouling communities on

ship hulls (Williams et al., 1988; Lavoie et al., 1999; Costello et al.,

2022). Numerous organisms and larvae migrate within ship ballast

water, consequently being introduced to new, sometimes distant

habitats. The Suez Canal, one of the world’s busiest marine trade

routes (Figure 7), provides easy access for alien Red Sea fauna

entering the Mediterranean Sea. D. setosum initial detection in the

northeastern Levant, 600 km away from Port Said (Egypt), at the

Mediterranean side of the Suez Canal, implies that introduction was

mediated by ballast water transport, as previously suggested by

Yokes and Galil (2006) and Bronstein et al. (2017). Of the three

main westbound shipping routes off Port Said, the northernmost

one travels to the Aegean Sea, passing tightly south of Rhodes, a

short distance from the site of first detection off Kas ̧ (Figure 7).

According to this scenario, from this initial point of introduction,

the species gradually extended its range, first to the west – being

aided by regional currents, and later, at a slower pace, to the south,

working its way against the prevailing counter-clockwise surface

currents in the Levant Basin (Millot and Taupier-Letage, 2005). The
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Mediterranean likely contributed to D. setosum’s local expansion.
4.3 Insights on invasion dynamics from NIS
population structure

4.3.1 Size
As demonstrated by the Israeli Mediterranean population, size

distribution is multimodal and spans from juveniles to markedly

large individuals (Figure 4; Table S2), characteristic of a population

with ongoing recruitment and supply of settling larvae (Pecorino

et al., 2012). While size-age correlations are highly debated in

echinoderm research (Bluhm et al., 1998), it may very well

support a qualitative estimation of age. Hence, specimens at a size

range of 10–20 mm (e.g., DS4, DS8, and DS18; Table S2) can be

estimated as being several months old (Lewis, 1966), while

individuals with test diameters of 80–100 mm (such as DS3, DS5,

and DS6; Table S2) as being at least several years old. Estimates of

the Israeli SFD are based on a limited dataset and clearly more data

is needed to capture the true size structure of this population.

Nonetheless, the presence of individuals across the species size

range, suggests that D. setosum are capable of maintaining stable,

sustainable populations in the Mediterranean, demonstrating

ongoing recruitment and survival of offspring – most likely

originating from sexually reproducing local populations.

Ebert (1982) determined the maximum diameter of D. setosum

from Eilat (clade b) to be 83.57 mm – 1.6 times larger than the Indo-

pacific clade a (Ebert, 1982; Muthiga and McClanahan, 2020). As

such, some of the unusually large Mediterranean specimens

(Figure 4, Table S2), reaching an unprecedented large size of

97.03 mm (DS3) may very well be a decade (or more) old. The

slow initial growth rate of D. setosum relative to other Diadema

species such as D. savignyi (Muthiga and McClanahan, 2020),

makes the presence of such large specimens even more surprising.

It reflects the high suitability of the new habitat for D. setosum

(Bronstein et al., 2017), which encourages body size enhancement.

Furthermore, the presence of such large, potentially decade old
FIGURE 7

Map of main shipping routes in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea
during 2021. Data obtained from https://www.marinetraffic.com/.
Color gradient scale represents – routes/2.45km2/year.
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individuals, suggest that the true date of D. setosum’s arrival to

Israel, predates (potentially by several years) current confirmed

reports (Bronstein and Kroh, 2018). Similarly, the first specimen

collected in Kas ̧ in 2006 was 58 mm, and therefore already several

years old. Though the introduction of adults cannot be ruled out at

this stage, ballast water transport of larvae is still the most likely

means of transport. Under such circumstances, the presence of such

large specimens indicates a minimum two-decade long presence of

D. setosum in the Mediterranean Sea.

Further insights might be gained by comparing size frequency

distributions between the native population in the RS, the more

established Mediterranean population in the Aegean Sea and the

proliferating southern Levant population in Israel. Indeed, the

Greek population displayed size distributions similar to the Israeli

Mediterranean population, showing elevated frequencies of young

individuals in the size range of 10 to 30 mm (Figure 4). The

abundance of juveniles (compared to adults) at both Greek and

Israeli populations, suggest high larval supply for these populations

followed by high mortality rates post recruitment. While the drivers

of these selective adult mortalities are currently unknown, elevated

predation of the less cryptic adults may provide some explanations.

In contrast to the Mediterranean, the native RS population is

comprised of significantly smaller individuals (Figure 4). Moreover,

new recruits at a size range of 0–10 mm were only identified in the

RS, where the preferred recruitment sites, and early-life growth

niches of D. setosum, are within crevices and under peddles, rocks

and coral debris at shallow depths down to 1 m (Bronstein pers.

obs.). While the early recruits’ size-class is inevitably present also in

the Mediterranean, its location is currently unknown. The bell-

shaped distribution of RS D. setosum suggests strong selective

pressure against both very small and very large individuals. Small

individuals are more susceptible for predation (McClanahan and

Kurtis, 1991; Clemente et al., 2007), whereas large individuals are

likely to accumulate fatal illnesses that eventually lead to mortality

(Jones, 1985; Buchwald et al., 2015). Thus, the enhanced body size

in Mediterranean populations may indicate the current lack of such

selective forces in the Levant. The lower abundance of potential

Diadema spp. predators (see below), species-specific illnesses,

currently present in the new habitat, is probably beneficial for D.

setosum populations, supporting enhanced body size and longevity,

which in turn increases the species reproductive potential and

accelerate the species proliferation.
4.3.2 Depth range
In its native RS range, D. setosum largely occupy shallow

subtidal depths down to 20 m, although most populations inhabit

much shallower depth of 0 to 10 m (Muthiga and McClanahan,

2020). The bulk of Levantine D. setosum observations were reported

from depths of 0–10 m (Table S1), in agreement with previously

determined depth range for native D. setosum (Muthiga and

McClanahan, 2020). Yet, about 11.5% of the Mediterranean

reports seem to exceed this range, occurring at depths of 20–30

m, occasionally in clusters of dozens, and 3.5% of reports come

from depths between 35 and 55 m. Several ecological factors may

drive this habitat preference pattern. The presence (or absence) of
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water shift. For instance, the fish species Diplodus sargus and

Balistes capriscus, which are known as Diadema spp. predators at

depths of 5–20 m in the Canary Islands, are also present the

Mediterranean Sea (Clemente et al., 2010; Clemente et al., 2011;

Kacem and Neifar, 2014; Exadactylos et al., 2019; Muthiga and

McClanahan, 2020). The invasive fish Lagocephalus sceleratus and

Torquigener hypselogeneion were also reported to feed on Diadema

spp. in the Southeastern Aegean Sea (Ulman et al., 2021; Jimenez

pers. Obs.; Huseyinoglu, pers. Obs.), and while the depth range of

this species is now documented down to 220 m, it is more abundant

at shallow depths of up to 10 m. The presence of such shallow water

predators in the Mediterranean may drive D. setosum out of its

preferred depth range to waters deeper than 20 m to avoid

predation. The capacity of Diadema spp. to occupy greater depths

in the Mediterranean may also explain, at least in part, some of the

lag phase of the invasion. Dives deeper than 20 m are scarce along

the Israeli Mediterranean coastline. In addition, D. setosum has

been also recorded in cryptic environments such as the shadowy

entrance of marine caves in Greece, Cyprus and Turkey (Digenis

et al., 2022; Gerovasileiou et al., 2022; Ragkousis et al., in press).

Given the chance that the first individuals spent their initial

establishment phase at limited-accessed locations and depths,

they might have simply been overlooked. Upon establishment,

they proliferated, gradually occupying shallower depths, and

became detectible. While the factor driving this ecological release

is currently unknown, the hypothesis of detection-avoidance-by-

depth gains further support by the most recent report of D. setosum

in Libya, reporting the presence of two individuals at a depth of

25 m (Nour et al., 2022).
4.4 Reproductive biology

The reproductive cycle of nativeDiadema setosum in the RS was

intensively studied by Bronstein et al. (2016), illustrating high

proportions of sexually mature individuals between July and

October (Figure 8). As such, sampling in the current study was

conducted during September – at the peak of the expected annual

reproductive cycle (Pearse, 1970; Bronstein et al., 2016). In Crete,

92% of the gonads sampled were at the advanced growing stage. The

almost uniform synchroneity of the Mediterranean population (for

both sexes), are congruent with the findings of Bronstein et al.

(2016) and support the ability of D. setosum to reproduce in its new

Mediterranean habitat (Figure 8). Like the Crete-Mediterranean

population, the RS population seemed synchronized, however, the

reproductive cycle at these two locations, varied markedly during

fall of 2021. In contrast to the sampling of the Greek population,

samples collected along the Israeli Mediterranean were compiled

over several months. These specimens demonstrate the presence of

both sexes, at the recovering stage (Bronstein et al., 2016), asserting

the reproductive capacity of the local population. Further

confirmation for D. setosum’s successful reproductive capacity

along the Israeli Mediterranean comes from specimen DS21,

demonstrating active gametogenesis during the growing stage

(following Bronstein et al., 2016). DS21 was sampled in early
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August, suggesting that the peak of its reproductive cycle leading to

spawning likely occur during September to October – in congruence

with the RS cycle (Bronstein et al., 2016).
4.5 Ecology

Most recently, reports of D. setosum mortality started to

accumulate from near Kas ̧ (Turkey), spreading to adjacent coasts off
Turkey and Greece. The intensity of these die-offs suggest that the

largest, most established Mediterranean population of the species is

undergoing mass mortality since July 2022 (Zirler et al. in press).

Based on the observed pathology, the characteristic tissue and spine

loss suggest a water-born pathogen as the cause of mortalities

(currently under investigation), similar to the driver of mortalities

in other Diadema species, such as D. antillarum in the Caribbean

(Bak et al., 1984; Hughes et al., 1985; Lessios, 1988) and D.

africanum in the Canary Islands (Clemente et al., 2014;

Hernández et al., 2020; Sangil and Hernández, 2021). Though the

spatial scale of these events is, to the best of our knowledge, still

confined to the northern Levant, it seems to be rapidly spreading,

imposing an immediate threat to both local fauna as well as native

RS D. setosum populations, and call for close monitoring of

these events.
5 Conclusions

Our data clearly shows that D. setosum is now well established

in the Mediterranean Sea. The exponential growth phase currently

reached in the Northern Levant marks the shift of D. setosum

proliferation to population outbreak. While the full scope and

outcomes of this successful invasion are still unclear, the potential

risk for the already disrupted environment of the Eastern

Mediterranean, increases dramatically. Habitat degradation,

depletion of resources, competitive exclusion of native species,

hybridization, and the emerging signs of pathogenic infections,

are some of the major concerns associated with the current

invasion. To preserve the unique ecosystem of the Eastern

Mediterranean, coordinated, regional-scale action must be
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
implemented. Regional collaboration will be effective not only for

the current D. setosum invasion, but also aid in mitigation of

upcoming invasions by NIS that are already making their way to

the Mediterranean Sea.
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